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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses different notions of what styles of inter-
action different electronic music (or more recently, computer
music) instruments afford to performers, and considers in
detail the case of code as the primary performance inter-
face. Rather than attempting a full taxonomy of existing
practices, we describe in detail the strategies developed in
the ensemble we play in, powerbooks unplugged [7].

One concern addressed is the question of who is interested
in which decisions to be made in a musical performance;
composers, performers, and audience may have diverging in-
terests. While code interfaces tend to reduce conventionally
theatrical aspects of music performance (the lack of which
in ’laptop performance’ some consider problematical), we
contend that for audiences mainly concerned with musical
questions, plenty of interesting artistic decisions are made
live, along with new forms of communication which we con-
sider valid objects of interest. In fact, we find that Finally,
shared code reduces the experiential distance between musi-
cians and the audience: Much of what we do when perform-
ing is listening, guessing what might come next, and being
joyfully disappointed.

A performance at NIME by powerbooks unplugged, using
code as interface in the specific ways described, may serve
to demonstrate the issues discussed in this paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many different approaches to performing have been taken

in the history of electronic music so far:
Electronic instruments closely modeled on acoustic instru-

ments (e.g. MIDI pianos), using similar physical interaction
(e.g. the Ondes Martenot), or - more distantly - touch-
less sensing (Theremin); from a different angle, the ’diffu-
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sion’ tradition, i.e. interpreting a fixed tape piece by re-
spatialisation, typically with a mixing desk as interface (with
especially early electronic and computer music falling into
the tape music category); playback mechanisms for musical
structures with added ’expression’ controls1. STEIM has
cultivated its own strong tradition, focusing on instrumen-
tal performance by developing idiosyncratic personalized in-
struments in close collaboration with the performers.

While using manual dexterity to its fullest potential for
refinement, there is musical life outside motor skills as well.
New interactive programming environments offer new pos-
sibilities of higher level, and highly computer-specific inter-
faces and interaction modes: One avenue we are exploring
is that of (re-)writing text that describes how sound is to be
generated (i.e. code) in real time. Such an approach unifies
the tradition of algorithmic sound synthesis and composition
with the idea of high-level, discourse-like interaction with
an environment consisting of a text editor, an interpreted
programming language and (not mandatory, but highly de-
sirable) other participants.

Rather than discussing an elaborate taxonomy of these
possibilities, we go into the practice we have developed in
some detail. We hope to show in a performance at NIME
how this style of artistic practice manifests itself musically.

The paper begins with a glance at common models of mu-
sical interfaces, discusses which decisions which participants
find interesting to make in performance, then covers code as
an interface from the practice of powerbooks unplugged.

2. COMMON MODELS OF COMPUTER MU-
SIC INSTRUMENTS

Two models of electronic music instruments are well es-
tablished: the traditional (acoustic) instrumentalist model
and the higher-level control ’conductor’ model. In both
cases, electronic and computer means characteritically al-
low for decoupling between physical control interface and
sound generation.

2.1 The traditional instrumentalist model
In acoustically played music, a performer generates ev-

ery sound by physical energy; in terms of control, a dense
stream of gestures physically creates every detail of every
musical event (in immediate interaction with the physics of
the instrument played) and all its nuances.

1An interesting acoustic variant is the barrel organ, played
with amazing expressivity by Pierre Charial.



Electronic music instruments can follow this model closely,
and some do:

Classic examples are the Theremin and the Ondes Martenot,
but many MIDI instruments adhere to the model very closely
too. Such instruments allow for long-term learning, and
attaining more and more refinement of the embodied fine
motor skills relevant to music (in classical music terms, vir-
tuosity). One can say that the performer is in full control,
and that success depends completely on motor skills.

Such instruments can be discouraging for beginners, such
as the violin, or inviting for easy exploration, such as the
piano. For computer-based instruments, a violin-like steep
initial learning curve does not seem a good idea; the his-
torical rate of development of computers may make the in-
strument technically obsolete (require reimplementation on
newer platforms) before the first performer has ever learned
to play it well.

The large number of musicians and dedicated hobby play-
ers seems to indicate a human tendency to benign addiction
to such motor skills; apart from artistic impulses, one ex-
planation is of course the Flow nature [3] of the experience
of playing music. An interesting connection to obsessive be-
haviour is discussed by Favilla and Cannon in [4], especially
for idiosyncratic self-made electro-acoustic instruments.

Wright in [14] makes a very good case for this approach in
electronic music: Musicians being highly trained to achieve
micro-time articulation (the notion of grooves vs. quantized
music, down randomizing functions to ’humanize timing’)
should also be able to attain this level of expression with
electronic instruments. Especially for metric music (which
Wright is very interested in), any human-computer inter-
faces for music require rather low latency (ideally below
10msec), and as little jitter as possible: one can adapt to
some constant lag, but one cannot learn rhythmic subtlety
if jitter destroys one’s high-precision timing.

A major center of advancement for the performance of ex-
perimental electronic music has been the Studio for Electro-
Instrumental Music (STEIM); Joel Ryan in [10] both reports
on work STEIM has supported in this area, and argues a
more general notion really well: Considering the advanced
and highly refinable motor skills that are characteristic of
the human species, the performance of electronic music ben-
efits enormously from ways to connect ’finger space’ to in-
teresting sound spaces.

Similar arguments for high-resolution ’intimate control’
also made by Wessel and Wright [13] holds just as well for
higher-level control, as follows.

2.2 The Conductor Model
A second starting point for musical performance and con-

trol interfaces is the idea of letting a computer take care of
the more ’mechanical tasks’ of music performance (such as
playing all the events in a fixed composition in the correct
order), while giving the performer control of higher-level pa-
rameters, often considered to be responsible for ’expression’.
The precedent in traditional music practice often given for
this model is the conductor, who only globally shapes what
the instrumentalists play.

One attraction to this model is that uses the computer
as a labor-saving device; thus initial playing may well seem
easy with such a system. We find that while this model has
some ovious attractions, it also has problems:

The idea that a musical performance can be separated into

’just the mechanics’ and ’just the expression’ seems quite
elusive, and runs counter to the experience of playing acous-
tic instruments well. More precisely, the fundamental prob-
lem is how to model expression: the entire range of spon-
taneous expressive behavior a performer/conductor might
want to use would have to be programmatically formalized
beforehand, in order to map an ’expression’ recognized in
the sensor data to the relevant ’expressive’ performance pa-
rameters. If one suddenly has an idea that a specific passage
should be realized differently, that must have been prepared,
or it will be inaccessible.

Secondly, it is not easy to imagine ways to play together
in a group with such an underlying model, it seems rather
solipsistic, if not dictatorial in tendency.

Wessel and Wright [13] aruge that interfaces with suffi-
cient ’control intimacy’ for low-level articulation are also
very useful for higher control, e.g. flying in spaces of musi-
cal processes; Ryan [Territory] addresses similar ideas, e.g.
navigating landscapes of previous performances. Both ar-
gue for potentially unlimited learning of more and more ad-
vanced and subtle skills with such interfaces, i.e. allowing
for the equivalent of virtuosity being attainable in the long
run. Long phases of free exploration (the equivalent of bab-
bling in speech acquisition) help to habituate such skills for
a feeling of intimate embodied knowledge of the instrument.

2.3 Pragmatic Approaches
Many computer/electronic musicians end up using what-

ever is pragmatically simple: affordable controllers, from
simple gamepads to MIDI faderboxes, keyboard/fader com-
binations; ’laptop artists’ are considered problematic by some
when they just sit still, and do only a few mouse-clicks, as
the stereotype goes. This is allegedly ’boring’ and ’confus-
ing’ for an audience; artists are exhorted to consider ”vi-
sual/corporeal aspects ... to make the performance convinc-
ing for the audience” [11].

We consider this visual entertainment point of view to
be mainly an extra-musical concern; before discussing text
as interfaces, let us consider which intra-musical decisions
artists may make during performances, and how audiences
may relate to them.

3. DECISIONS IN A PERFORMANCE
In music played on acoustic (and electronic, if they fol-

low the same model) instruments, a common factor is the
physical level:

3.1 Physical Micro-decisions
A constant stream of nuanced detail is generated by hands,

mouth, body; there is direct physical coupling between ac-
tion and sound, and potentially a high correlation of visual
and auditory experience. The flow experience performers
may have may communicate well to an audience. How-
ever, there is often a tendency toward exaggeration for show
purposes, histrionics by (rock) guitar solos, classical hero-
pianists, star conductors, and somewhere along this the line,
air guitar championships. 2

3.2 Interpretation of a Given Work
2One is sometimes reminded of the quote: If you can fake
sincerity, you’ve got it made. (often attributed to Frank
Zappa, and many others.



On a more musical level of concern, a connoisseur audience
is often interested in interpretive decisions:

A pianist in classical setting makes decisions on details
that bring out the structure and the subjective emotional
meaning of a piece; the ’text’ of the composition itself is
usually not touched. Even if the pianists hands are not
seen, an audience can follow and appreciate these aspects
quite well.

3.3 Improvisation
In many musical cultures, improvisation within given frame-

works is common; this often includes inventing new melodies
on a known (e.g. in Jazz, harmonic) background, showing
virtuosity in fluency of musical ideas; forms of accompani-
ment may be just as sophisticated.

Depending on cultural context, conforming to a highly
detailed ’mood’ of a particular piece may be most desirable
(e.g. in classical Indian music); in other contexts, it may be
creative ways to drastically redefine a trivial known refer-
ence point (e.g. John Coltrane’s reshaping of My Favorite
Things).

3.4 Who decides what?
Generalising dangerously here, composers often display

an interest that performers get to decide rather little (and
some composers even have a reputation for that); indepen-
dently minded musicians may want to make more decisions
themselves, some in preparation, others in the performance
situation; audiences may or may not care how these deci-
sions happen, depending on their level of knowledge of the
music being played.

For well-informed audiences, a better question may be:

3.5 Which aspects of live music are interesting
to follow?

Answers to this question will be highly culture-dependent;
imagine the answers you might get from audiences of a West-
ern classical solo recital; a traditional jazz concert; a free
improv concert; a boy group or a Death Metal concert; a
New Music concert; an academic electronic music concert; a
noise artist club gig; a Gamelan performance in a Javanese
village; and so on.

Here are some terms we would expect to come up in au-
dience answers:

Causality (who does/did what), [8]
Communication (who reacts to what),
Expectation/Surprise (where is the music going),
and one can imagine others.
Note that these topical answers are not necessarily de-

pendent on the presence of visually readable physical in-
struments and associated gestures.

4. CODE AS INTERFACE
The organisation toplap [12] has formulated a manifesto of

live coding; and some of its members are exploring the idea
of live coding as musical performance, to the point of exper-
imenting with regular practice disciplines (Collins, Olofsson,
Mme Bourbaki, and others). [see paper submitted by Collins
at NIME2007]

The authors play in the ensemble powerbooks unplugged,
whose overall concept developed from a few admittedly id-
iosyncratic tenets, formulated as follows:

4.1 PBUP Latento

The laptop is the next guitar, i.e. the new folk instrument

The laptop is a complete instrument as is

The laptop can also be the entire interface

The laptop in its current physicality is best used while it
historically exists - now 3

Code and music belong to everyone

So far, we have found these constraints both liberating
and challenging. While not ruling out more physical inter-
actions with laptops, for this paper we focus on code as the
performance interface of choice.

The music we play is highly communicative group impro-
visation, based on a body of code created in rehearsals and
concerts (collected later), rewritten on the fly, and commu-
nicated back and forth continuously.

We describe here strategies that work well for us; other
live coding practitioners work with different concepts (slub
[6], klippAV [1, 2], and others [12]

4.2 Contextual Considerations

4.2.1 Staging causality
The complaint that laptop music is boring shows that the

stage (with its actors) serves as an interface between music
and audience, which enhances focus. The physical actions of
single musicians serve as easy to read cues. The absence of
synchronous physical gestures in algorithmic music could be
addressed by projecting code; however, this is on a different
level than activity cues. In fact we (players) all listen to the
algorithm like the audience; by contrast, the stage represents
a producer-consumer and performance-perception split.

4.2.2 Audience Immersion
We address this by sitting in the audience space: the

empty stage is a visual cue emphasizing the performers’
immersion in the audience. The activity we perform is
well-known (typing), and audience and performers share the
same bodily posture. The softness of the sounds avoids caus-
ing feelings of forced immersion by acoustic power. The
physical proximity and peculiar weaknesses of the laptop
loudspeakers emphasize the physical reality of the instru-
ment; this is often more difficult with instruments amplified
through loudspeaker systems.

4.2.3 Network and Sharing
Since all members can create sound structures that are

spread over any subset of the laptops used, they are delocal-
ized actors. It is not essential to know who does what; rather
it is all about listening to and understanding the subtleties of
algorithms for everyone. Competence and performance are
delocalized as well; they live in the space between machines,
audience and performers.

3Who knows what portable computers may be like in 20
years?



4.2.4 Fear of Code
Code is still a problem for many people; they seem to

prefer distance from it. This may be based on potential
embarrassment for not being competent at this particular
’specialist knowledge’; often it may also be a variant of the
cliche that intellectual capacities are seen as opposed to per-
ceptual and emotional capacities. Coding as a casual thing
to do in the audience space plays with this barrier, and may
raise interesting questions to consider.

4.3 Just In Time Programming - JITLib
Given our platform of choice SuperCollider3 [5], it is very

easy to write short scripts that create brief sound phrases
or textures (often on the order of 10 to 30 seconds long).
The library JITLib that comes with SC3 provides a number
of elegant constructs for this style (see [9] and the JITLib
documentation). While such a phrase evolves, one can listen
to it, read its code, make changes to it, and replace it with
a new variant at an appropriate moment.4

Some examples with code follow; these are only meant
to convey the flavor and flow of this performance style; full
explanations would exceed the scope of this paper.

4.4 Granular textures
Streams of events in time can be expressed very gener-

ally in SC3 with the Tdef (Task definition) construct, which
keeps tasks organized by name; e.g. a granular texture:

Defining a variant at the same name replaces the old task,

4This can be seen as a continuation of motivic development
as in western classical music, as a form of genetic algorithms
with the performers’ aesthetic preferences as fitness func-
tions, or as multi-path looped version of the surrealist tech-
nique cadavre exquis.

And one can change variables while a task is running:

4.5 Patterns
Keeping patterns around by name works very similar to

Tdefs, with Pdefs (pattern definitions); except one can take
full advantage of the rich library of algorithmic patterns
available in SC3:

4.6 Continuous Synthesis processes
Continuous sounds are written with nodeproxies, and as

a convenience, these can be written as variables in a special
environment called ProxySpace:

Changing the sound process fades out the old and fades
in the new:

Sounds can be ’plugged together’ very much like analog
synthesizer modules:

4.7 Well-tempered Randomization
Given the need for fast decisions in performance, the rich

implementation of randomness in SC3 is very helpful: Us-
ing random numbers, patterns, decisions, collection meth-
ods, and unit generators, one can delay decisions by making
random first passes, and subsequently fine-tuning sounds in-
crementally very easily.

4.8 History
Out of the desire to make the history of a performance

accessible immediately for shared evolution of musical ideas,
we created a History class. Once History has been started, it
records every code strings that is executed on the machine,
as well as code being sent from the machines of other players,
and keeps them in timed order. Thus a complete script of
a performance can be stored and replayed if desired. A
simple GUI provides access to all code strings since History



has started: Every line represents one code string, with a
time tag since History began, an ID for the author/sender,
and the first line of code.

Selecting an entry opens a text window and puts the code
into it, so one can begin rewriting.

4.9 More Just In Time GUIs
Task and pattern definitions also have GUI support to

reduce typing latency: TdefAllGui and PdefAllGui provide
names and state information on all present Tdefs and Pdefs.
They can be started and stopped by GUI, one sees whether
a Tdef is empty or not [src], and whether it has an envi-
ronment [env] for variable access or not. Clicking on these
button opens a text window with the relevant code posted,
ready for editing.

The state of a ProxySpace can be displayed with the Prox-
yMixer class, showing all current audio and control processes
and their playing state, and making the most frequent ad-
justments available, e.g. start, stop, volume mixing, and
output configuration of several processes:

Every individual process (a.k.a. NodeProxy) can be dis-
played and edited with a NodeProxyEditor, which automat-
ically creates gui elements for all parameters with defined
ranges:

5. CONCLUSIONS
Considering laptops as full-blown musical instruments cre-

ates interesting new perspectives. Several current computer
music languages offer a multitude of interaction possibili-
ties well worth extended exploration, also for realtime per-
formance. Especially extensible systems allow for creating
support to reduce reaction times (i.e. typing latency), while
still keeping full access to every corner of the current state
open.

Choosing code as an interface is an interesting constraint,
and steers one toward choices one would not easily make
with acoustic instruments. While high-resolution gestural
input is certainly interesting in its own right, the commu-
nicative aspects of a running discourse via shared code, and
the changes such an approach suggests for the performance



situation, creates plenty of musically interesting objects of
attention for audience and performers alike.
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